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L Symbols 

 
Ladder - spiritual ascension to the higher worlds; also represents the kundalini. 

Ladder (scaling) (jm) - the Illumination Process toward union with the Godhead.1 

Lace - spirituality; (dc) Divine Mother. 

Lake - blending of emotions. 

Lake (green) (ark) - health initiation involving blending of emotions. 

Lake (sapphire blue) (ark) - blending of the emotions with the higher mind. 

Lamb (among many) - a symbol of fellow disciples in the garment of the Good Shepherd or the 

Lord. 

Lamb (being led to slaughter) - a symbol preparing one for a sacrificial role. 

Lamb (black) - a fallen disciple; one who has betrayed the Lord. 

Lamb (golden fleece) (ark) - symbolic of being the sacrificial lamb or disciple in order to gain 

soul wisdom; gaining the prize of the soul. 

Lamb (looking backward) - a disciple reading his record from other lifestreams. 

Lamb (lost) - a disciple in danger of falling; one who should be prayed for. 

Lamb (white) - a beloved disciple; a symbol of innocence and sacrifice. 

Lamb (white fleece) (ark) - symbolic of being a pure sacrificial lamb or disciple. 

Lamp (light on) (ark) - receiving insight wisdom from the higher self. 

Lamp (upside down on floor) (ark) - insight or wisdom is being contained. 

Lampshade - the ego.i 

Lampshade (bowl shaped) (ark) - one is desiring purification of the ego and selfless desire. 

Lampshade (marbled) (ark) - undergoing a change or metamorphosis of the ego. 

Laughing lips - one has made contact with cherubic joy. 

Laundry - to give someone else a job of cleaning up one’s affairs. 

Lavender - accentuated mother consciousness; mother partiality; a lover of tradition. 

Law Office (ark) - environment for working with the greater laws and commandments. 

Lawyer (ark) - one who works with the greater laws and commandments. 

Office (welfare) (ark) - working for the welfare of others. 

 
1Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 98. 
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Lead (metallic) - lead correlates to the low octave of Saturn.  When lead is emphasized in a 

dream, it indicates that the disciple is facing heavy responsibilities, and also is relating himself to 

the stern realities in the physical world. The somber note of Saturn, while a disciplinary 

influence, is the forerunner of a joy stemming from service, sacrifice and renunciation.ii 

Leaf (ark) - inner hearing. 

Leaf (dried) (ark) - one’s inner hearing has dried up. 

Leaf (grasshopper-shaped) (ark) - negative, restless inner thoughts and hearing. 

Leash (ark) - exercising restraint. 

Leather / Suede (ark) - ^ affluent; < soft; indulgent. 

Ledge (ark) - a plateau or level of consciousness in the astral planes. 

Ledge (sitting on) (ark) - support on a plateau or level of consciousness in the astral plane. 

Left (anything on the left) (dc) - psychic power.   

Left (hand path) - path of the mystic, mindl; (ark) the feminine; the Mother Principle; Cosmic 

Mother; Divine Mother. Negative connotation:  represents the dark path (destroying archetype); 

the difficult path. 

Leg (right leg deformed) (ark) - progression has been hampered; growth is stunted. 

Legs - represent the will. (See also feet, foot and running.) 

Leg (amputated) - if one sees a leg has been amputated, he is being shown that henceforth he 

must progress despite some added handicap or responsibility. 

Legs (crossed) - indicative that the one seen is shutting away the sentient fire ordinarily received 

through the soles of the feet. 

Legs (hairy) - one should avoid a display of primitive emotions. 

Legs (injury) - an injury to any part of the legs is a symbol that progress is being impeded by 

outside restraints. 

Legs (running) - symbol of the need to accelerate one’s progress. 

Legs (scar or mark) - symbol that one has a blemish on his will - a blemish which interferes with 

his progress; also, it symbolizes memory of another lifestream of chastisement for lagging. 

Legs (strong) - strong will; yang-sex.iii 

Legs (brittle) - yin-sex.iv 

Legs (walking) - symbol of progress. 

Legs (yoga position) - one is being shown that he is contacting the saintly Bodhisattva levels. 
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Lemons - astringent and healing. 

Lemon - astringent and healing; etheric cleanser of the blood; de-personalizer of the ego.   

Lemon tree - symbol that one is to undergo restraining in speech; an astringent or caustic 

occurrence; sour; sour facts. 

Leo - Lead us not into temptation; Honor thy father and thy mother; ^ Giving; >Unforgiveness, 

self-pity; pride; arrogance; lack of confidence. 

Leprechaun (ark) - elemental guardian of treasures. 

Lesbian (ark) - inverted feminine energy. 

Letter (ark) – the contents of the letter may offer you some guidance in a current situation. 

Lettuce (salad) - to be tactful and intuitive. 

Level (1st level) - relates to one’s everyday contacts in the physical world; also, to one’s outer or 

objective consciousness life and of his way of thinking on the physical plane. 

Level (2d level) - relates to one’s individuality or ego, as one thinks himself to be; also relates to 

one’s secret vanities and use of his will. 

Level (3d level) - relates to the mind and its functioning as a vehicle of higher unconsciousness. 

Levitation (ark) - to see someone levitating in a dream means they have the power to rise above 

the currents of the lower astral plane; astral projection. 

Library - large room filled with books means research of the akasic records during sleep.  The 

embodiment records of many. v 

Lice - an immoral and incestuous abnormality; contamination from amorality. 

Licking sick person (on knees) (ark) - devoted caretaker and assistant in cleansing health 

initiation. 

Light (ark) - creative, masculine principle. 

Light (holding in light) - [Philosophy of Niscience by Arc ‘72]:  visualize a person as a deity 

object and hold in the light.  (Seeing the Divine Image in them.)  Do not contemplate a physical 

person as it gets the intellect involved and will bring you into their karma.  Hold the person in the 

light in this way and let the angels contemplate and mediate for them. 

Light (rosy) - moves as ritual in the disciple’s body.2 

Light switch (ark) - opening or closing of heavenly electricity. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, Arc Publishing Co., p. 99. 
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Lighthouse - in dream it is a symbol of overlook, or foresight-wisdom given to those who will 

receive it; thus, they become higher than other men in evolvement, earning authority.  A teacher’s 

or Master’s insight.  In a vision indicates that one has contacted a Most High Saint’s protection.  

One of these is Saint Barbara.      

Lightning - indicates instant karma or retribution for wrong acts of the past.  To dream of 

thunderstorms and lightning strikes indicates that one is to be faced with uncontrollable situations 

created by karmic tension.  To feel that one is being driven by a storm, he is being shown by the 

heavenly dream monitors that the storms of the senses are being intensified so that my may become 

aware of the Presence of God and his protection. 

LIGHT STREAMS: 

Light Stream #1 - Will Master M (El Morya)  

Light Stream #2 - Devotion  The Venerable One 

Light Stream #3 - Order  Master Serapis 

Light Stream #4 - Law  Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi)   

Light Stream #5 - Science  Master Hilarion 

Light Stream #6 - Healing  Jesus 

Light Stream #7 - Ritual  Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine) 

  

Lily and Bud - a soul gift from Mary and another gift (bud) coming forth. 

Lily (Calla lily) - a symbol of moon initiation affecting the ear or hearing; a symbol of inner hearing 

received as a grace token from former lives. 

Lily (Easter lily) - a symbol resurrection, of purity, and of Mary the Virgin. 

Lily of the Valley - a symbol of marriage; of pure initiation to gain spiritual powers. 

Lily (Tiger lily) - a symbol of primitive memories inherited through ancestry. 

Lily (water lily) - a symbol of the First Heaven or the realm of the saints. 

Lily (white) (IS) - Mary. 

Lion - male or female will-initiate. 

Lion (black) - one who has yet to master his will.  One who is using will to enforce the dark. 

Lion (blanket) (ark) - will-initiate is preparing for comfort or covering. 

Lion (brown) - one who is at home in the higher astral world; one who has physical plane 

manifestation powers. 
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Lion (charged by) - to be charged by a lion indicates that one is to be challenged by a fellow 

initiate. 

Lion (cub) ark - symbolizes one has been born to the higher self as a will-initiate. 

Lion (brown cub) ark - symbolizes one has been born to the higher self as a will-initiate with 

manifestation powers. 

Lion (golden cub) ark - symbolizes one has been born to the higher self as a will-initiate who has 

tapped into his soul grace. 

Lion (white cub) ark - symbolizes one has been born to the higher self as an adept. 

Lion (golden) - an initiate who has tapped his soul-grace; a Master.   

Lion (gray)(ark) - a will initiate who is under discipline to master his will. 

Lion (hunt) - to hunt the lion means that one is seeking the teacher.   

Lion (hunted by golden) - to be hunted by a golden lion means that the teacher is seeking you. 

Lion (hunted by white) - to be hunted by a white lion means that the teacher is seeking you. 

Lion (Leo) - to master the emotions; to be initiated to the higher will; to meet the teacher; initiation 

into conquest and restoration of the soul’s record. 

Lion (riding a lion) - an initiate leading one over the astral world. 

Lion (white) - an adept; one who has command of his emotions and mastery of the astral regions 

and planes; a Master. To be hunted by a white lion means that the teacher is seeking you. 

Lime - green fruits symbolizes grace to be earned. (Lime tree) - a symbol of purification of the 

blood; a reminder to look to the nourishment of the cells in the physical body. 

Limousine (white stretch) - spirit notoriety. 

Linen - sheets, pillowcases, quilts -- all indicate that one is preparing for comfort, covering.  When 

clean indicates purity.  When soiled, indicates sickness. 

Linen clothing (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Lips - the lips are the portals to the palate or the sense of taste.  The lips are also the portals to 

logos, or sacred speech. 

Lips (to kiss a blemish on the face) (ark) - to dream of kissing a blemish on a person’s face is a 

sign that both have scars on the etheric body from repression and difficulty. 

Lips (to kiss on the chin) (ark) - to dream of kissing a person’s chin is a sign that both are stubborn. 

(See supporting symbols for the cause or area of stubbornness.) 

Lips (to receive chaste kiss upon the lips, cheek or forehead) - one is receiving a token of the 
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Holy Spirit. 

Lips (to receive chaste kiss from fellow initiate) - the one kissing him is a fellow initiate known 

to him in the night ministry. 

Lips (chaste kiss on the cheek from the Master) (IS) - means the one being kissed has been 

accepted as a disciple or initiate. The initiate should be prepared thereafter to render the kiss of 

communication and salvation to all others. 

Lips (chewing) - if the lips give the appearance of food being masticated, it is the symbol that one 

is being instructed and alerted to his habits of diet and food and his assimilation of and digesting 

of spiritual and physical sustenance. 

Lips (curled down at corners) - indicates lack of faith, depression, negativity. 

Lips (expressing pain) - one is witnessing suffering and is becoming sensitized to a more tender 

reaction to pain. 

Lips (finger placed over) - symbol that one should keep silent and thus avoid being involved in a 

situation. 

Lips (kiss received - sensual) - if a kiss is received from a person known to the dreamer and if 

there is any lingering of sensuality in the kiss, it indicates that one should be alerted to untrained 

sentiments directed toward him by that person. 

Lips (to kiss) - to dream of kissing a person on the cheek is a sign that both are on the same Light 

Stream and that they are doing the same degree of work at night. 

Lips (laughing) - lips of merriment shows that one has contacted the cherubic joy. 

Lips (open in weeping) - if the lips are open in weeping, one should be prepared to share grief 

with another person. 

Lips (saliva or moisture) - to see lips with saliva or moisture exuding there from indicates untamed 

lust and sensuality. 

Lips (sneering) - when one abuses sacred speech, his lips portray cynicism, skepticism. 

Lips (voluptuous) - when one abuses the sense of taste, his lips are sensuous, voluptuous.   

Lips (uneven) - to see lips uneven and one corner of the lips titled downward reveals a person of 

a satiric nature; also indicates some wry experience may be anticipated by the dreamer. 

Lipstick (ark) - concealed or untruthful communication or logos. 

Liver condition - emotional frustration. 

Liver (in dreams) - a symbol of emotional courage and emotional will. 
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Living Room - indicates a special place for mingling with loved persons. 

Lizard - an ancestral sexual compulsion; a lethargic person with a strong sex motivation. 

Lock (Locker) - symbol of making all secure. (See dream book for details about locks p. 353.) 

Lock (burglar breaking in) - one has failed to use ordinary precautions (prayer, reliance on God, 

good stewardship) against the forces of the dark. 

Lock (failed break in) (ark) - one has been successful in the use of prayer, reliance on God and 

good stewardship against the forces of the dark 

Locust - danger of destruction through Community Dweller action. 

Log (ark) - to see a log floating in water represents the end of an emotional situation. 

Loops (three interlinked) (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Lotus - a symbol of Eastern or yoga initiation; also, a symbol of Buddhistic or Brahmin memories.  

If the lotus is pure white, it is a symbol that one has contacted or made alignment with the 

Bodhisattva plane or First Heaven. (IS) - Bodhisattva. 

Lunar-brain initiation - solar plexus or lunar-brain initiation magnifies one’s response to the lunar 

rays acting upon the lesser etheric body.  All crude or raw cosmic energies are mastered to some 

degree through lunar-brain experience centered in the solar plexus.  (For more info see Watch Your 

Dreams, p. 244). Until men function through their heart atoms equally with their spiritual will and 

mind, they will continue to undergo three outstanding phases of initiation:  lunar-brain initiation 

through the solar plexus. primal-brain initiation through lower quelle or Center Q situated at the 

base of the brain, the divine sun or gleaming-brain initiation working the crown of the head. 

Lungs (dc) - relates to the races. 

Lungs - (chronic disease of) - race prejudice, lack of charity, intolerance, fear of association with 

others.  Pneumonia.  Lack of assimilating of race pictures. 

Lying (or supine position) - a dying state or state of inertia. 

Lying (fetal position) ark - helpless; receptive state. 

Lynx - a sly, mysterious and self-contained person; an insincere person; a pretender. 
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i  Ann Ree Colton, The Third Music, p. 134. 
ii  Ann Ree Colton, Advanced Conclave, Research, Vol. 1. No. 15, p. 94. 
iii. Ann Ree Colton, Kundalini West, p. 241. 
iv. Ibid., p. 241. 
v.  Ann Ree Colton. The Contributor, Vol. 1., No. 15. P. 109. 


